
PRODUCT BRIEF

IMPROVE CX AND EFFICIENCY WITH AN ENHANCED 
SALESFORCE IMPLEMENTATION
Angel Salesforce Integration 

Businesses of all sizes and industries strive to provide a great customer experience (CX) while minimizing 
costs. By utilizing the power of the Angel-Salesforce integration with features such as agent screen-pops with 
skill-based routing, automated case and lead creation and look-up, and one-click outbound calling, businesses 
can quickly enhance their Salesforce instance.  Only with Angel can you add automation and personalization 
improving caller experiences and business productivity.  

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

With Angel-Salesforce integration you get automation through self-service interactive voice response (IVR) 
applications and personalization through Angel Cloud CTI to help you focus on the customer and position your 
business as best-in-class. Angel can integrate with Saleforce for Service Cloud or Salesforce for Sales Cloud. 

• Personalize customer interactions using a “data-dip” of the customers’ account information and  
previous case history to greet each customer with a personalized message.  

• Present customers who recently opened a case with the status of that case upfront through a self- 
service IVR application and then give them the option to re-open the case, update that case, or transfer  
to an agent. 

• Interact with customers naturally in the self-service application using Angel’s highly effective speech 
recognition engine saving everyone time and a lot of headaches. 

• Screen-pop customer data to an agent’s Salesforce Service Cloud console using  Angel Cloud CTI with 
all information gathered through the self-service application, along with any customer’s previous history 
allowing the agent to provide a more personalized experience.

• Transfer the customer to the self-service application menu for them to make a secure transaction and then 
the agent can take back the call to continue the conversation leading to a more effective  resolution. 

KEY FEATURES

On-Demand

Make real-time changes in 
the cloud

Data-rich

Provide personalized CX through 
data-dips with Salesforce objects

Automation

Log inbound and outbound calls 
into Salesforce automatically

Mobile

Control the adapter’s 
functionality via the web or 
the phone

Reporting

Improve contact center 
 through real-time 

reporting and easy-to-
read dashboards

ANGEL-SALESFORCE INTEGRATION

http://www.angel.com/products/inbound-ivr.php


Benefits for Sales Cloud Users:
•	 Capture lead information such as 

name, address, and phone number 
and automatically create a sales lead in 
Salesforce Sales Cloud all prior to that 
incoming lead being transferred to the  
sales agent’s desk.

•	 Screen-pop lead data to a sales agent’s 
Salesforce Sales Cloud console using  
Angel’s Cloud CTI with all information 
gathered through the self-service 
application, along with any previous history, 
allowing the sales person to provide a more 
personalized experience.

•	 Gain insight into your pipeline with a simple 
call.  Sales managers can call into the Angel 
CX Platform and obtain a voice rendition of 
their opportunities, reports, and status of 
their pipeline. 

 
The Angel-Salesforce 
Integration Advantage 

IMPROVE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Incoming calls are mapped against Salesforce 
objects	to	find	a	record	match	based	on	phone	
number	or	any	other	unique	data	point	defined	
the self-service IVR application. Angel then 
screen-pops the Salesforce record with Angel 
Cloud CTI to the agent along with any other 
data collected in the IVR. This allows the agent 
to greet the caller in a personalized manner, 
enhancing the CX. Tap into Angel’s entire  
CX Platform to provide superior customer 
experience including Self-Service Inbound  
IVR, Outbound IVR Solutions, and Virtual  
Call Center/Cloud ACD.

INCREASE AGENT EFFICIENCY
Save your Sales or Support staff time and 
increase the accuracy of your data. Agents  
can quickly place outbound calls by clicking  
on a phone number from any Salesforce record, 
whether Cases or Contacts. All calls placed are 
automatically logged in Salesforce, including  
call results, call details, and any custom 
information. This automation increases agent 
productivity and ensures a systematic tracking 
of all call activities. Additionally, all incoming 
calls are automatically logged into Salesforce 
based on the parameters set up, such as by 
Case or Contact. 

GAIN REAL-TIME SUPERVISOR CONTROLS
Supervisors gain vital contact center functionality 
such as call queuing, call recording and call 
whispering via the phone or the web – giving 
them maximum control. The Angel-Salesforce 
integration provides complete access to a call 
queue monitor through Angel Cloud CTI to see 
live call load and agent availability. And, only 
Angel gives contact center supervisors the  
ability to add or delete agents in real time, 
providing instant updates on changing  
numbers and locations. 

ANALYZE RESULTS
Use the power of Salesforce reporting to get 
real-time access to all contact center activities.  
Plus, gain access to in-depth analytics to 
obtain strategic business insights with Angel’s 
proprietary CX Analytics. View easy-to-read 
dashboards with caller action requests, call 
termination types, survey results, and case 
details to gain full transparency of caller  
activity and to make iterative improvements.  

DEPLOY AND MAINTAIN EASILY
Angel-Salesforce integration does not  
require any hardware or software to be  
installed. It is easy to deploy and can be 
accessed through any browser such as  
Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox, Safari,  
or Mozilla, and any operating system,  
including both Windows and Mac, thus 
eliminating any dependency on IT to install  
or manage. Plus, Angel-Salesforce integration 
is compatible with both United States and 
international phone numbers over a PSTN  
or	IP	network	for	added	flexibility.
 

http://www.angel.com/products/callerfirst.php
http://www.angel.com/products/
http://www.angel.com/products/inbound-ivr.php
https://www.angel.com/products/interactive-voice-response-outbound.php
http://www.angel.com/products/inbound-ivr.php
https://www.angel.com/products/virtual-call-center.php
https://www.angel.com/products/virtual-call-center.php
http://www.angel.com/products/cfa.php
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Genesys is the market leader in multi-channel customer experience (CX) and contact center solutions in the cloud and on-premises. We 

help brands of all sizes make great CX great business. The Genesys Customer Experience Platform powers optimal customer journeys 

consistently across all touchpoints, channels and interactions to turn customers into brand advocates. Genesys is trusted by over 4,500 

customers in 80 countries to orchestrate more than 100 million digital and voice interactions each day. Visit us at www.genesys.com or 

call us at +1.888.436.3797

ADDITIONAL ANGEL SERVICES

CLIENT SERVICES 
Angel’s Client Services team follows the CX First philosophy in everything 
from strategy to design to execution, so you can be assured your 
customers get the best experience possible.  

SUPPORT
Angel realizes that no two sets of company needs are exactly alike that’s 
why we offer a variety of different support options to ensure you have the 
level of support wherever and whenever you need it. And with any of our 
support tiers available, Angel’s experienced and CX First support team will 
identify and isolate issues quickly, so that your applications are consistently 
operating at high availability with minimal disruption. We provide around-
the-clock, personalized, and online service, support and maintenance to 
our community of customers and partners around the world. Working with 
Angel, you can rest assured that you will receive rapid attention to your 
requests, timely problem resolution, and effective updates – with Angel, 
we’ve got you covered. 

TRAINING
Angel offers every customer a thorough User Manual with step by step 
instructions	on	how	to	build,	deploy,	and	manage	conversational	flows	
using CX Builder as well a show to use CX Analytics and the full CX 
Platform.	Angel	is	also	offers	custom	training	sessions	to	meet	the	specific	
needs of our customers.

SECURITY, COMPLIANCE AND AUTHENTICATION
Through	call	recordings,	voice	biometrics,	time	zone	verification,	and	
safe dialing windows, Angel provides powerful features for security and 
authentication.  Angel’s platform is both HIPAA and PCI Level 1 compliant 
and with Angel’s redundant data centers, you can have peace of mind that 
your CX is the most secure and reliable.  

https://www.angel.com/services/professional-service-plans.php
https://www.angel.com/services/support-services.php
https://www.angel.com/docs/datasheets/Security.pdf

